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Moment matching in congraence transform

Qingjian Yu

1 Introduction

This report is to prove Proposition 2 in "Multipoint multiport algorithm for
passive reduced-order model of interconnect networks".

Consider a system with state equations

jff(s)a? = bu (1)

where x £ iZi, H{8) = Ms + N, and 6 = fip + 61®; and output functions

y = c^ar (2)

where y € and c = cq + cis. Note that in Proposition 2 only one input is
concerned, so we use 6 instead of hj for simplicity.
The input admittance function is

y(s) = (3)

Let an orthonormal congruence transform V 6 with 9 < n be applied to
the system. Then we have

H{s)x = bu (4)

where H = V^HV = sM + iV, JIf = V^MV, N = V^NV, and b = V^6; and

V= ^x (5)

with = c^V. For the transformed system, the transfer function becomes

y(s) = (6)

For a finite matching point a = s^, let H(8)-^b be expanded as H{8)~^b =
= ^ + SqM and bo{8q) = 6© + Sqbi. Then,

ro(.,) = JV(«,)->6o('',) (7)

rj(«,) = A(«,)ro(«,) + (8)



where >l(eg) = —N{8q)~^M^ and

rfc(fig) = A{8q)rk^i(8g) k>l (9)

For 8q = CO, let ir(fi)***6 be expanded as J5r(s)~^6 =
B = Then,

ro(oo) = M-»6i (10)
ri(oo) = J5ro(oo) + M'^bo (11)

and

rt(oo) = JBrib_i(oo) fc > 1 (12)

For the reduced order model, we have similar equations as E^s(7) - (12) with
M, JV, Ay By boy bi and r replaced by M, Ny Ay By 6o» and f, respectively.
Now let us consdider the moments of Y(s). Let c = oa + sci where = {Gpx
Alp] and cf = Cpx. For finite Sg, let y(s) = ~ where m* =
[tuq,..., is a vector of m k-th order moments. Then,

m° = cJro (13)

and
m* = cjrt + cfri,_i > 0 (14)

For 8q = CO, when ci = 0, let y(s) = Then

m*' =<^rk ib > 0 (15)

When ci ^ 0, Y{s) = rrr^s + Then,

m~^ = Ci'ro (16)

and

m*(oo) = cjr* + cj'rt+i fc > 0 (17)

2 Lemmas

Wefirst provesome lemmas, where matrix V is supposed to be orthonormal.
Lemma 1

If vector u € span(y), then VV^u = u.
Proof.

Vector u can be expressed as u = Va. Then

VV^u = VV'̂ Va = V{y^V)a

As V" is orthonormal, V'^V —/, and V{VV)a = Va=iU. •
Lemma 2

Let K{8qyn) = {ro(fig),ri(5g),...,r„(sg)}. If iir(sg,n) €fipon(y), then

= V'̂ N{8q)rky 0 < fc < n (18)



Proof.

By Lemma 1,

JV(s,)V^rt = V^JV(»,)VV^rt = V^N(s,)n Q

Lemma 3

Under the same assumption of Lemma 2, we have

= v^n(s,) 0 < i < n (19)

Proof.

We firstconsider the case that is finite, (s^) will beomitted from the symbols
in the following for simplicity.
Theproof isdone by induction. Note that if the lemma is true for some k, then
by Lemma 1,

Vfk = VVrk = rk

and

Mfk = V^MVfk = V^Mrk

for the same k.

For k=0,
liv^ro = V^Nro= V^6o = So

So,
V'̂ ro = N^% = ro

and Lemma 2 is true for k = 0.
For k = l.

NV'^ri = V^Nri = V^(—Afro+ 6i) = —Mfo +

So,
V'^n = -7V-*Mfo + N-% = fi

and Lemma is true for ib = 1.
Now suppose that the lemma istrue for some k < n, we prove it istruefor 1.

NV^rk+i = V^Nvk+i = -V'^Mtk = —MH

So,
V'^rk+i = = ^*+1

Thus, the Lemma is true for finite Sq.
For thecase that Sq = oo. Compare E)qs(10)-(12) with E<i8(7)-(9), it can beseen
that if we interchange M and N and 6o ®nd 6i, one set of e<)uations becomes
the other. So the proofis similar to the above and is omitted.



3 Proof of Proposition 2

Now, we are ready to prove the Proposition. Foreither finite or infinite matching
point, from Lemma3 and Lemma 1, for 0 < A; < n,

= cjW '̂rfc = cjrjfc

Similarly,
-T Tc{ Vk = Cj r*

From Eqs(13), (14), (15) - (17), it is clear that the Proposition is true.
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